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NOTICE OF SALE
In the opinion that, this is a
of Estray Animals
"good place to live". And we
hear and see good deeds and Id the Justice Court of tbe third
traits of the farmers out in the district of Morrow County.. Oregon
county and that, too, gives us a Io the .Matter of the Taking up
mighty fine feeling. A person Estray Animals by B, P. Morgan,
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Chinese tremble at the menace the ranch now occupied by B. F.
In the above
of seventy million Japanese a Morgan, the Taier-uentitled matter, and inown as the
giant helpless at the feet of a C
W. Farker ranch, situated about
pigmy. Japan has a magnificent five miles North west of lone, Oregon
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500 pairs of ladies, mens and

childrens sample shoes and

are offering them at wholesale prices, here is a chance
for you to save from 50c. to
$2.00 per pair on shoes and
every pair is of - this years
style and the quality is just as
good as can be found anywhere, COME EARLY and
make your selections while
the stock is fresh and clean.
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SHOE BARGAINS!
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One blue gelding, three years old,
Do you want to know how to branded circle
M on right stride and
get a tip top dinner? Just buy 'two Inverted figure fives on right
the necessary ingredients and shoulder.
'
take them horns to your wife. One brown gelding, twelve years
A blue mark on this space Is
She will be more than willing to old, branded Inverted V, with c resent above and bnr below on right
notice that your subscription
cook them.' The best cook on
stride.
earth can not make a tempt- Said animals having been taken up
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ing dessert out of a hunk of as Estraya by B. F. Morgan, of lone
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The Postal Dept requires all subscribers to be paid in advance
Every little while some fellow Provided, however; that the owner
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the same at any time prior to said
tilt
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THE IONE BARBER SHOP
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A FIRST CLASS PLACE
THE BARBER THAT
TREATS EVERY-BODY RIGHT.
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